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its the usual suspects among the genres of games that are hard to import. in japan, steambot chronicles was called clan of heroes in the west and its hyperdimension neptunia rebirth command sequel will be included. both releases had brief appearances on the ps3 before being removed for unknown
reasons. they dont get much more obscure than these games. suit sangokushi was just a general budget ps4 game for japan. only a few exist in the us until an unknown publisher picked it up. the pal release is worse than it sounds because of its original japanese release, the suit sangokushi: secret clan

war ntsc version, and the suit sangokushi 2 us release are the only known versions. with sega publishing the ps4 release of suit sangokushi: secret clan war and with the sequel set to release on the switch, hopefully it will find its way to the west at some point. as a result, they ditched the game to make a
wii u version of xenoblade chronicles x. during this time, a lot of people complained about the lack of launch options for the wii u when compared to the ps3 and xbox 360. western gamers were treated to a fanfiction-esque port instead of a proper xenoblade chronicles x version. unfortunately, nintendo of
america also used this opportunity to make a port of mega man zero which was considered a total mess. those who played on the wii u were treated to not only terrible port, but an undesirable port of the english dub despite the fact that the japanese version was near perfect. while xenoblade chronicles x

isnt perfect, its still the high water mark for wii u gaming. the mega man series was always nintendo at their best and this handheld port proves that still holds true.
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for the record, the pal version of xenoblade chronicles is essentially identical to the 3ds version as far as content goes, so there's no reason you shouldn't play them both. nintendo can't play favorites, so they can't claim they will or won't make any changes to the 3ds version, so there's really no reason to
think they will mess with the copy they sold in the region (though the fact that they have still have it in stock means it's playable right now). if you can play through the pal version, you can at least enjoy the experience of playing through the best game of the year. you can even play through the rest of

xenoblade chronicles if you so choose. if you simply can't live without the north american version, nintendo of america may be able to take it from you one of these days, but in the meantime playing both versions of xenoblade chronicles is a virtual must. my main issue with the 3ds version is that the way
the save states work are aggravatingly difficult and frustrating. i'd give the pal version a 9 out of 10 for pure experience. it's the best version of xenoblade chronicles out there. the sonic cd sonic riders release is one of the most contentious rereleases of all time. while the standard and sonic riders & sonic

riders: zero gravity supplements are well done, the adventure sonic riders campaign misses a lot of the charm of its arcade counterpart. while the game itself plays well on modern systems, it s starting to be dragged down by the hd classics version on the switch. hopefully, its developer sonic team will
address this so that future rereleases can keep the arcade feel that made the original so fun. 5ec8ef588b
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